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Who is presenting today?

Presenters

• Our speaker today is Eric Engelmann. Eric is the President & CEO of 
Geonetric, a  nationally recognized company based in Cedar Rapids 
that builds websites and online marketing solutions for hospitals and 
healthcare systems around the country. Eric is a Board Member of 
Scrum Alliance.  

• Steve Denning is a board member of Scrum Alliance. He led the 
Learning Consortium in 2015. He writes for Forbes.com and is the 
author of eight books, including The Leader’s Guide To Radical 
Management (2010) and The Leader’s Guide To Storytelling (2010).
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The challenge in 2010:
How to make single teams fully Agile

The challenge in 2016:
How to make the whole organization Agile
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Steve Denning 

Previous webinars: large organizations like SRI, Microsoft and Ericsson 

Today: the case of a small firm.
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Poll

I work in an organization…. 

• With less than 100 employees  

• With between 100 and 1000 employees 

• With more than 1000 employees  

• Not applicable



Geonetric
Founded: 1999 
Employees: 80 
Product: Software and services for hospital websites, intranets, digital 
strategies 
Location: Cedar Rapids, IA 

Some characteristics: 
• Talent-obsessed: Known for having a heavy emphasis on culture, 

from the very beginning.  
• Experimental: Known for pushing to find edge cases, to see what 

happens. 

Deloitte 2013 Worker Passion Report



~2007
• Growing rapidly, made Inc 5000 list  
• About 50 employees 
• Seeing typical challenges with waterfall-based software 

development: 
– Long, unpredictable delivery 
– Uncontrolled scope 
– Morale & accountability challenges 

• Tried DIY scrum… with predictable results.



2008
• Our first real scrum implementation (Pete Behrens) 
• Trained the whole company on the basics 
• But only implemented in the software team 



2010-11: Divergence
• A misdiagnosis: 

– Brought Richard Lawrence in to help us with “testing problems”  

• An experiment without a traditional manager 



2012: Reckoning
• Deciding on a path forward 
• Domino-pushers: 

– Valve Software’s employee handbook  
– Netflix culture presentation 
– Denning’s The Leader’s Guide to Radical Management 
– Coen’s Abolishing Performance Appraisals 
– Pink’s Drive 
– Joe Justice, Team WIKISPEED

http://media.steampowered.com/apps/valve/Valve_Handbook_LowRes.pdf
http://www.slideshare.net/reed2001/culture-1798664


The conclusion:
• Today’s workers are “neither empowered nor inspired to 

navigate the challenges faced by twenty-first-century organizations”.  
• Given the pace of change, “organizations need workers with 

passion to realize extreme sustained performance improvement.”  

This is a problem with American management as currently 
practiced.  

Deloitte 2013 Worker Passion Report



11%
• “only 11 percent of the [US] workforce have the attributes that 

make up worker passion:  
– a continuing commitment to accomplishment in a particular domain,  
– a disposition to quest and explore,  
– and an openness to connect with others.”

Deloitte 2013 Worker Passion Report



Designing Geonetric



A trial run



Drive
• What motivates us? 

– Autonomy 
– Mastery  
– Purpose



Geonetric, 2013
• Eliminated management (autonomy) 

– In favor of self-organizing teams; leaders aren’t promoted, they emerge at any 
level at any time





Geonetric, 2013
• Eliminated management (autonomy) 

– In favor of self-organizing teams; leaders aren’t promoted, they emerge at any 
level at any time 

• Ditched performance evaluations (autonomy) 
– In favor of immediate peer feedback 

• (Almost) no functional departments (purpose) 
– In favor of cross-disciplinary teams wherever possible* 

• Eliminated focus on unimportant measures  
– In favor of value defined as client value  

• Reduced emphasis on specialization efficiency (mastery) 
– In favor of wider skill sets or deeper subject mastery





Geonetric, 2013
• To make this work: 

– We had to focus on value  
– We had to make work visible 
– We had to make the organization’s performance transparent 
– We had to continuously improve 

And none of that comes from “management” – it is owned by the teams. 



Valuable



Value
• In order for something to have maximum value for a client, it has 

to: 
– Solve an actual problem for someone 
– Be done, within Geonetric 
– Be deployed/fielded on behalf of clients 
– Used by actual end users Used in such a way that it moves a needle 

somewhere, or.  
– Be marketed by Geonetric to prospects who also have this problem. 



Individual Campaign Value



Visible



Visible Work



Visible Value

Staying focused on 
the end goal: client 
value



Visible Problems

New ways to look at 
cumulative flow to 
identify where the 
issues are 

– Impediments 
– Waiting times



Transparent



Client feedback is transparent

All Client Satisfaction 
data posted, for all to see



Client satisfaction posted publicly



Failures are transparent



Company Financials are transparent



Continuous Improvement



Retrospectives



Redefining Values





• Own it: We’re accountable to ourselves, each other and our clients. 
We keep our promises. 

• Bring it: We deliver exceptional service and value every day. We’re 
aiming for Wow! 

• Push it: We’re always moving forward or learning from our 
mistakes. Standing still is not an option. 

• Say it: We’ve torn down the walls so ideas and information flow 
freely. Candid and direct is a way of life. 

• Unite! We are strategic and creative, thoughtful and candid, fun 
and different. We’re one team, united by a common vision.



Inverted Company-wide Communication



Teams present:
• Financial and operational performance vs. plan 
• A roadmap summary and it’s representation in the backlog 
• Client satisfaction data 
• Selected retro items for team learning  
• Open to Q&A from the entire company



Designing Physical Space













Major challenges



Some we expected, some not so much:
• Matching hiring/onboarding to a new world 
• Candor and cultural challenges 
• Figuring out HR processes  
• Collaboration across teams  
• Accounting



Has Geonetric eliminated 
management? 

Or found different ways to carry out 
the functions of management? 

Discussion
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Steve Denning



Questions?

Discussion
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Wednesday July 20 at 11am ET 
 

Lynn Forester de Rothschild
 

“Why We Need Inclusive Capitalism”

Next month
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Thanks for your participation!
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